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INCE the shutdown of racing in March, the focus,

perhaps understandably, has been on efforts to

ensure the resumption of racing at the earliest, safe

opportunity.

Now that the sport should have resumed, albeit behind

closed doors, it’s worth reflecting on some of the meetings

we’ve missed out on this year. First among the major

casualties was the All Weather Championships’ Finals Day

at Lingfield; wins by Watersmeet and Matterhorn in 2019

made that a day to remember for Johnston Racing.

The entire Craven Meeting at Newmarket was lost,

together with the Chester May Festival and York’s Dante

Meeting. Each of these meetings feature historic and

important races. Who can forget last year’s Chester Cup, for

example, when the King of Chester, Franny Norton, finally

lifted the cup after a remarkable display from the gallant

Making Miracles? In recent years we’ve also enjoyed great

success at the Craven Meeting, for example with

Mildenberger’s win in the Feilden Stakes, and at the Dante,

with Permian’s memorable 2017 Dante win followed up by

Threading’s Listed success there the following year.

From Johnston Racing’s point of view, the months of

April and May traditionally see the yard begin to rack up

the winners. By the end of May last year, Johnston Racing’s

total of wins for the year stood at 85. Indeed, between

March 17 and June 1 last year, the yard won 60 races. Of

those 60, two wins were at Group 2 level (Communique in

the Jockey Club Stakes and Main Edition in the German

1,000 Guineas), two at Group 3 level (Dee Ex Bee’s Henry

II and Sagaro Stakes Double), two at Listed level (courtesy

of Elarqam and Elegiac), and 15 at Class 2 level.

It’s a sobering and rather depressing thought that, by

comparison, and for obvious reasons, this year’s statistics

make grim reading. With no racing between March 17 and

May 31 the total of wins for the year to May 31 stands at

21.

While Mark and Charlie invariably campaign the horses

in the best interests of our owners, they can be forgiven for

having in mind the yard’s proud and unique record of

having amassed a century of domestic wins in each calendar

year since 1994. If the ramifications of dealing with the

coronavirus pandemic should hamper racing to the extent

that a century proves beyond us, there will be no shame in

interrupting the winning streak; that said, it will no doubt be

a relief to Mark, Charlie and the team when that win total

ticks over to 100.
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HILE this month’s issue of the Klarion

celebrates the 75th anniversary of Dante’s

Derby success, another significant date in

racing history occurred just as this issue was going to press.

Arkle, by common consent the greatest ever steeplechaser,

died on May 31, 1970 – half a century ago.

Although I have never been a particular fan of National

Hunt racing, there’s no doubt that Arkle, and jockey

PatTaafe, played a huge part in kindling my early interest in

racing generally. 

His three Cheltenham Gold Cup wins were achieved when

I was aged between six and eight, but I recall watching some

of his races in black and white on BBC Grandstand, and I

have a notion that there was a particular feature on Himself

in a Grandstand Sport annual which clearly caught my

attention.

I also recall the coverage of his career-ending injury at

Kempton in December 1966, which I presume must have

been in the television news and national newspapers, as I

think another decade or so must have passed before I started

reading the Sporting Chronicle and Sporting Life.

The legacy of Himself remains intact, and if you haven’t

seen the great horse in action, I would encourage you to look

at some of the old footage of his races on YouTube.

Incidentally, there is a slight connection between Arkle

and Dante. Dante was sired by the unbeaten Nearco, while

Nearco was also the grandsire of Arkle, who was born some

15 years after the Derby hero.
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KNOW it’s dangerous to believe everything you read

on the internet, but I understand we have the poet John

Milton, he of Paradise Lost fame, to thank for the

expression ‘every cloud has a silver lining’. In his 1634 work,

“Comus: A Mask Presented at Ludlow Castle,” Milton wrote:

‘Was I deceived, or did a sable cloud/Turn forth her silver

lining on the night?’

The first recorded use of the actual expression was in a

book review published in The Dublin Magazine in 1840, and

it seems to have been in common usage ever since.

The expression came into my mind on May 14, when I read

reports that the ‘Racing League’ had been postponed until

2021. The ‘new televised summer team horse racing

competition’ had been planned to start in July. Thankfully, due

to the problems caused by Covid-19, the crazy project has

been put back a year.
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